Load balancing is an effective approach to address the spatial-temporal fluctuation problem of mobile data traffic for cellular networks. The existing schemes that focus on channel borrowing from neighboring cells cannot be directly applied to the future 5G wireless networks, because the neighboring cells will reuse the same spectrum band in 5G systems. In this paper, we consider an orthogonal frequency division multiple access ultra-dense small cell network, where device-to-device (D2D) communication is advocated to facilitate load balancing without extra spectrum. Specifically, the data traffic can be effectively offloaded from a congested small cell to other underutilized small cells by D2D communications. The problem is naturally formulated as a joint resource allocation and D2D routing problem that maximizes the system sum-rate. To efficiently solve the problem, we decouple the problem into a resource allocation subproblem and a D2D routing subproblem. The two subproblems are solved iteratively as a monotonic optimization problem and a complementary geometric programming problem, respectively. Simulation results show that the data sum-rate in the neighboring small cells increases 20% on average by offloading the data traffic in the congested small cell to the neighboring small cell base stations.
fluctuates far more significantly in small cells than in large cells, since small cells do not benefit from the "law of large numbers." To address this issue, load balancing is recognized as an effective approach to alleviate traffic fluctuation in small cells [6] , [7] .
There has been a lot of research on load balancing in cellular networks. Most prior work focuses on borrowing channels from adjacent lightly loaded cells, such as selective borrowing [8] , subcarrier borrowing without locking [9] , and etc. Though effective, these schemes do not work in the 5G ultradense small cell networks, where the same spectrum band is reused in neighboring small cells. Other techniques, including overlaying ad hoc relays on top of cellular networks [10] , [11] and adapting cellular networks to the dedicated industrial scientific medical (ISM) band [12] or whitespaces spectrum [13] , require the use of unlicensed spectrum to achieve load balancing. Moreover, due to uncoordinated channel access at the MAC layer, the interference from surrounding terminals is uncontrollable. Thus, operators cannot guarantee satisfactory Quality-of-Service (QoS) for mobile users.
In this paper, we advocate device-to-device (D2D) load balancing as a useful mechanism to alleviate traffic fluctuation among small cells. Specifically, D2D communication enables two devices in proximity to communicate directly with each other by reusing cellular spectrum under the control of the small cell base station (SBS) [14] . Due to its underlay property [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and proximity gain [21] [22] [23] , D2D communication can relay traffic from congested small cells to adjacent under-loaded small cells without the need of extra spectrum. D2D load-balancing for cellular networks has been considered in the literature, e.g. [24] [25] [26] [27] . In particular, [24] discussed the technical feasibility of D2D load balancing in cellular networks, and designed a base station (BS) selection algorithm to determine to which BS a user should route its traffic. The work in [25] provided theoretical modeling and analysis to characterize the benefit of D2D load balancing, and derived a solution for allocating radio resources, including transmission power and time slots when the D2D route was fixed. D2D routing was considered in [26] , where the destination BS was pre-determined, and a D2D link was only allowed to use one subchannel. The authors in [27] designed an online auction framework for the D2D routing and time slots allocation, when the subchannel allocation and the destination BS were given.
In this paper, we consider OFDMA ultra-dense small cell networks, where a user can either send its data through the SBS in its own small cell, or route its data to a neighboring SBS with the help of multi-hop D2D communications. In the network, D2D links can share the spectrum with cellular links. Due to spectrum sharing, radio resource allocation is particularly important for interference management. Besides, the optimal SBS (destination) selection and D2D routing are indispensables, if the overall system performance is to be optimized. Unlike the existing work in [24] [25] [26] [27] that only considers part of these issues, our work jointly optimizes resource allocation, D2D routing, and SBS selection.
Therefore, the main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
1) To solve this optimization problem efficiently, we decouple the D2D load balancing problem into resource allocation and D2D routing subproblems, and propose an I-RA-DR algorithm to solve these subproblems iteratively. 2) We transform the resource allocation subproblem into a Monotonic Optimization (MO) problem [28] . By exploiting monotonicity, the MO problem can be solved by an accelerated polyblock outer approximation efficiently.
3) The D2D routing subproblem consists of two steps: SBS selection and routing. For SBS selection, we search all the potential SBSs of each flow and select the SBS with the maximum total sum-rate obtained by the routing decision. Meanwhile, the routing problem is transformed into a Complementary Geometric Programming (CGP) problem [29] , which can be efficiently solved via an iterative convex relaxation approach. 4) Simulation results show that our proposed I-RA-DR algorithm can achieve a better performance than a greedy routing scheme and the scheme without load balancing. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system model. In Section III, problem formulation is introduced. Then we decouple the problem into resource allocation and D2D routing subproblems. In Section IV, the resource allocation subproblem is transformed into a MO problem. Section V presents SBS searching and routing decision which is transformed into a CGP problem for the D2D routing subproblem. In Section VI, we analyze the overall convergence and computational complexity of the proposed I-RA-DR algorithm. Section VII evaluates the proposed I-RA-DR algorithm through numerical simulations. Finally, Section VIII concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , we consider the uplink of an orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) ultra-dense small cell network with B SBSs, denoted by b ∈ B = {1, 2, . . . , B}. There exist M small cell users in the system, denoted by i ∈ M = {1, 2, . . . , M}. We also assume that only F users, denoted by F = {1, 2, . . . , F }, have their own data to transmit, and each user corresponds to a data flow. For simplicity, data flow generated by user f is called data flow f . To balance the load in each small cell, a user can either send its data through the SBS in its own small cell, or route its data to a neighboring SBS via multi-hop D2D communications. 1 In Fig. 1 , for example, user 2's data is sent through SBS 1 by cellular communication, while the data generated by user 4 is sent to SBS 2 by a D2D route through user 5.
Let K = {1, 2, . . . , K} be the set of K subchannels to be allocated. In this system, we assume that the spectrum reuse factor is 1, which means that the same frequency band is reused in all small cells. Besides, the power allocated to user i ∈ M over subchannel k is denoted by p k,i , satisfying k∈K p k,i ≤ P , where P is the total transmitted power of user i.
In particular, p k,i > 0 if subchannel k is allocated to user i, and p k,i = 0 otherwise.
Suppose that the wireless channel is Rayleigh faded, and that the channel gain of link from node i to node j over subchannel k is expressed as
where L k i,j denotes the corresponding distance-dependent path loss and h k i,j denotes the corresponding small-scale fading. The nodes can be users or SBSs, i.e., i, j ∈ M ∪ B. The path loss L is inversely proportional to the propagational distance d, i.e., L = κd −α , where α is the path loss exponent, and κ is the constant power gains factor introduced by amplifier and antenna. The small-scale fading h k i,j ∼ CN(0, 1) follows a complex Gaussian distribution. In addition, the thermal noise satisfies independent Gaussian distribution with zero mean and the variance σ 2 .
Define a flow matrix
, where
, when flow f transmits on link i − j, 0, otherwise.
Thus, we can derive the link matrix x i,j by
to indicate whether link i − j is active. Besides, define a destination matrix D (M+B)×F = [d i,f ] to indicate whether a node is the destination of a flow. Specifically,
Likewise, define a source matrix S (M+B)×F = [s i,f ] to indicate whether a node is the source of a flow, where
respectively. It is worth mentioning that the entries in the destination matrix are decision variables, and those in the source matrix are constants. Besides, we define N i as the neighbor set of node i, where
In this paper, a link is allowed to transmit on multiple subchannels, which can be realized by carrier aggregation technique [30] , [31] . The signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the link i − j over subchannel k, denoted by γ k i,j , is calculated as
According to the Shannon capacity formula, the achievable data rate R i,j is given by
We denote the rate of flow f by r f , and the rate of flow f on link i − j by r f i,j . As the total transmission rate of all the flows in link i − j cannot exceed the capacity of this link, the rate r f i,j needs to satisfy
Moreover, since the rate of a flow on each link is equal to the input rate from the source, the rate of a flow needs to be the same on all links in the path. Therefore, the data rate of a flow can be defined as the input rate from the source, i.e.,
In addition, the incoming and outgoing rates for a flow must satisfy flow conservation constraints:
Note that the data rate for a flow is positive on a link only if this flow goes through this link. Thus, we also have the following constraint:
Finally, the destination of a flow path must be a SBS. That is to say,
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The proposed D2D load balancing scheme aims to maximize the total sum-rate by optimizing x f i,j , d i,f , and p k i,j for all flows and nodes. The optimization problem is formulated as:
f ∈F (8) . Constraints (14b) correspond to the flow conservation of each flow. Constraints (14c) imply that each flow path only ends at a SBS. Constraints (14d) are the rate constraints on each link. The constraints in (14e), (14g), and (14j) correspond to equations (3), (10), and (12), respectively. Constraints (14f) are the transmission power constraints for each link.
Note that this is an NP-hard problem due to the binary variables in constraints (14b)-(14e) and the interference term in constraint (14d). In what follows, we tackle the problem through alternating maximization, where resource allocation (RA) and D2D routing (DR) are optimized iteratively. The proposed algorithm is referred to as I-RA-DR algorithm, where "I" stands for "iterative." The flowchart of the I-RA-DR algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . Given the D2D routing result (X (t) , D (t) ), the resource allocation subproblem can be transformed to an MO problem, where a sub-optimal solution can be obtained by the accelerated polyblock outer approximation method. Likewise, given the resource allocation decision and SBS selection (P (t) , D (t) ), the D2D routing subproblem can be formulated as a CGP problem, which can be turn into a Geometric Programming (GP) problem [33] , [34] by approximating its non-convex constraints. The details of the solution algorithms of the resource allocation and D2D routing subproblems will be discussed in Section IV and V, respectively.
IV. MONOTONIC OPTIMIZATION FOR RESOURCE ALLOCATION
In this section, we first reformulate the resource allocation subproblem as a MO problem, and then propose a RA algorithm to solve this problem.
A. Monotonic Optimization Formulation
Suppose that the D2D routing decision, i.e., flow matrix X and destination matrix D is given.
Then, problem (P1) can then be rewritten as
Due to the coupling interference constraints among all concurrent links, the resource allocation subproblem (P2) is nonconvex. However, the problem exhibits hidden monotonic structures, which can be exploited to obtain global optimal solutions efficiently. In the following, we first introduce the preliminaries of MO [28] , [32] . Then, we will show how the resource allocation subproblem can be reformulated as a MO problem.
1) Preliminaries of MO:
Here,0 means that q is component-wise less than or equal to q 0 . Definition 2: An optimization problem can be transformed to a MO if it can be represented by
where Q ⊂ R N + is a non-empty normal set and the function g(q) is increasing over R N + . Definition 3: Let y, z ∈ R N + and y z. The hyperrectangle determined by y and z is called
The points y and z are called the lower bound vertex and upper bound vertex, respectively. A set is called polyblock if it is the union of a finite number of boxes.
Remark 1: A polyblock is normal.
2) Transformation to MO: Given any feasible resource allocation result P that satisfies constraints (14f) and (14i), the value ofγ is also determined. We define r * (γ(P )) to denote the global optimal solution of r = [r 1 1,1 , . . . , r f i,j , . . . , r F M+B,M+B ] by solving problem (P2). In particular, r * (γ(P )) can be obtained by solving the following problem
Note that problem (P3) is a linear programming problem, we can obtain the global optimal solution r * (γ(P )) using a linear programming solver. Correspondingly, we define g(r * (γ)) as the global optimal sum-rate of problem (P2) for givenγ. In this way, the search for resource allocation variable P can be transformed into the search for SINRγ, and thus, problem (P2) can be rewritten as
where the feasible set is defined as
The constraints in the problem (P3) indicate that the feasible set of r is enlarged with the increase ofγ. This implies that the function g(r * (γ)) is increasing withγ. In addition, the feasible set Q is normal. Thus, problem (P4) is a MO problem as defined in Definition 2. 
B. Resource Allocation Algorithm
Now, we describe the solution algorithm for problem (P4). Define ∂Q as the upper boundary of set Q. The key idea of MO is to successively maximize the increasing objective function g(r * (γ)) on a sequence of polyblocks P (i) enclosing ∂Q [28] . The most important operation is to calculate the boundary points q (i) on ∂Q within P (i) .
In the following, we elaborate the detailed steps of the RA algorithm.
Step 1 Initialization: We give an initial polyblock P (0) that encloses the boundary ∂Q. Without the loss of generality, P (0) can be simply constructed as
Step 2 Shrinking: If the upperbound vertex z (i) over P (i) are found in the boundary ∂Q, then z (i) is the global optimal solution of problem (P4). Otherwise, we need to construct a smaller polyblock P (i+1) that still contains the boundary ∂Q to approximate the global optimal solution. Specifically, in a box B (i) = [y (i) , z (i) ] ∈ P (i) , we need to find a boundary point q (i) , and obtain some smaller boxes enclosing the boundary ∂Q, i.e., (i) is the intersection between the boundary ∂Q and the line segment from y (i) to z (i) , which will be discussed in Subsection IV-C.
Next, we remove all the boxes whose upperbound vertex z satisfies
Here, Φ(P (i) ) is the current best value on polyblock P (i) , which is equal to
An illustration of this step in a two-dimensional feasible set is given in Fig. 3 . The initial polyblock P (0) is with lower bound vertex y (1) and upper bound vertex z (1) . Here, y (i),1 and y (i),2 are the projections on the first and second dimensions of vertex y (i) , respectively. Likewise, z (i),1 and z (i),2 are the projections on the first and second dimensions of vertex z (i) . We obtain the boundary point q (0) by intersecting the boundary and the line from y (1) to z (1) , then delete the boxes [y (1) , q (0) ] and [q (0) , z (1) ] from the initial polyblock P (0) and form a new polyblock P (1) . Fig. 4 . RA algorithm for resource allocation.
Step 3 Termination: We repeat these steps until the global optimal solution is found. This will lead to a series of polyblocks containing ∂Q:
The convergence of the RA algorithm is guaranteed only with infinite iterations. For practical implementation, we can terminate this algorithm when either g(r * (z)) − Φ(P (i) ) ≤ or ||z (i) −y (i) || ∞ ≤ η, where > 0 and η > 0 are predefined error tolerance levels.
When the algorithm terminates, we obtain the boundary point in each box as the SINR solution. We define v (i) as the best feasible solution for the SINR at iteration i, where
The flowchart of RA algorithm is provided in Fig. 4 .
C. Boundary Point q (i) Calculation
According to the aforementioned algorithm, at iteration i, a critical step is to calculate the boundary point q (i) . The boundary point can be obtained by the intersection between ∂Q and the line segment from y (i) to z (i) , which can be given by q (i) = (1 − κ * )y (i) + κ * z (i) . Since y (i) is an inner vertex of Q and z (i) is an outer vertex of Q, the larger κ with u (i) (κ) ∈ Q implies that it gets closer to the boundary ∂Q. Therefore, κ * is the solution of the following problem.
The bisection search starts with the initial interval [κ, κ] = [0, 1]. The algorithm first calculates κ = (κ + κ)/2, and then checks the feasibility of u (i) (κ). If we can find a feasible solution of problem (24) , κ is replaced by κ. Otherwise, κ is replaced.
The feasibility check of u (i) (κ) works as follows. Since u (i) (κ) =γ(κ), we will check whetherγ(κ) is feasible instead. Define interference matrix A with entries
and a vector ν = (
Note that A is block diagonal due to synchronous transmission. According to the SINR definition in (7), we havẽ
By rearranging the terms, (27) can be rewritten as
Denote the spectral radius of matrix diag(γ(κ) − 1)A by ρ(diag(γ(κ) − 1)A). The following property helps to check whetherγ(κ) is feasible.
Proof: The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix A.
Based on Theorem 1, the steps of feasibility check are summarized as follows: 1) 1) Construct A according to (25) .
In each iteration, from computational point of view, we will not further partition the box along n-th axis for any n ∈ N when z n − y n ≤ η. Let I = {n ∈ N : z n − y n ≤ η}. We can only partition the boxes in N \ I, and thus, the number of new boxes is 2|N \ I| − 2.
D. An Accelerated Method
According to Remark 2, there are 2|N \ I| − 2 new boxes are generated at iteration i. Thus, the size of the box set grows quickly at each iteration when the number of small cell users M is large. To tackle this problem, we present an accelerated algorithm that prevents the size of box set from growing too fast, so as to expedite the convergence. The solution is suboptimal when the accelerated method is applied. The accelerated method is to skip searching the neighboring boxes to achieve a trade-off between the optimality and the complexity.
The partition scheme in RA algorithm suggests that partitions over the boxes with symmetric upper bound and lower bound vertices [y 1 , z 1 ] and [y 2 , z 2 ] yield nearly equally lower and upper bounds (g(r * (q 1 )), r * (z 1 )) and (g(r * (q 2 )), r * (z 2 )). Such symmetry implies that there could exist more than one equally optimal box at each iteration. Therefore, selecting any one of these boxes and eliminating the others would not severely affect the optimality of the algorithm.
One difficulty of this idea is the identification of symmetric boxes. To address this issue, we first give two definitions. d(B 1 , B 2 
Based on these two definitions, the symmetric box set of the best box B is defined as
Therefore, RA algorithm can be modified as follows. Find the symmetric box set J (i) of B (i) according to (29) , and skip all the boxes in J (i) in the shrinking process.
V. COMPLEMENTARY GEOMETRIC PROGRAMMING FOR D2D ROUTING In this section, we first reformulate the D2D routing subproblem as a CGP problem given the SBS decision, and then propose a DR algorithm to solve this problem.
A. Complementary Geometric Programming Formulation
Given the resource allocation result p, problem (P1) can be rewritten as P6: maximize A close look at these constraints suggests that all the constraints are convex except constraint (14d). Note that
in constraint (14d) is nonconvex of variable x. However, 1 + γ k i,j is a ratio between two posynomials of x. Minimizing a ratio between two posynomials is a class of nonconvex problems known as CGP. In the following, we first briefly introduce some preliminaries of CGP [29] . Then, given the destination matrix d, problem (P6) will be reformulated as a CGP problem.
1) Preliminaries of CGP: Definition 6: A CGP is an optimization problem of the form
where h l (x) are monomial functions and f 0 (x), g l (x), w l1 (x), as well as w l2 (x) are posynomial functions.
2) Transformation to CGP: First, we show that relaxing the binary constraints on x does not affect the optimality of the solution.
Theorem 2: By approximating
, the relaxation of constraint (14e), i.e.,
is exact when θ is sufficiently large. Proof:
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Appendix B.
Letr f i,j = exp(r f i,j ). Problem (P6) can then be rewritten as follows, given the destination d. P7 : maximize
Note the fact that the left hand side (LHS) of constraint (34b) is monomial, the LHS of constraint (34c) is the ratio of two posynomial functions, and the LHS of constraint (34d) is posynomial. Therefore, problem (34) is a CGP problem when d is given. In the following, we will design an iterative algorithm to solve the D2D routing subproblem efficiently.
B. Algorithm Design for D2D Routing
In the last subsection, we have reformulated the D2D routing subproblem as a CGP problem (34) given the destination matrix d. This subsection first presents an efficient algorithm to solve the problem. Then, we present an efficient algorithm for the SBS searching.
1) Posynomial Approximation: We first present an algorithm to solve problem (34) . Note that the LHS of constraint (34c) is nonconvex. Here, we simplify the problem by approximating it by a monomial approximation. Then, the problem can be turned into a GP problem that can be solved efficiently [33] . Denote the LHS of constraint (34c) by W (r, x) and its approximation byŴ (r, x). In addition, denote h k (x) = σ 2 + i,j x i,j p k i,j g k i,j , and the monomial
Equating the first-order Taylor expansion of g k (t) at t withĝ k (t), we have (35) which implies that
and
Once a k i,j and c k are computed, the LHS of the approximated constraint can be expressed by
which is monomial. Using the monomial approximation, the problem (P7) is converted into GP that can be solved efficiently using convex optimization techniques [34] .
2) Iterative GP Algorithm: In this subsection, we present the iterative GP algorithm to solve problem (P7) through a sequence of posynomial approximation. At the beginning of each iteration, we have an initial value for variables (r, x). Then, we replace constraint (34c) using the aforementioned monomial approximation approach, and convert this problem into a GP problem. The solution of the GP problem is taken as the initial value of the monomial approximation in the next iteration.
Theorem 3: The solutions obtained by the iterative GP algorithm converges to the KKT conditions of problem (P7).
Proof: Please refer to [29] .
3) SBS Selection:
In this subsection, we will discuss how to search the solution for destination matrix d. Since destination variables are binary, the feasible solution for each flow is finite. Thus, we can search these feasible solutions for the global optimal one. Note that the exhaustive search for the global optimal solution requires solving B F CGP problems, whose computational complexity grows exponentially as the number of flows. Thus, we propose a local search method to reduce the computational complexity.
Denote U by the set of flows that have not found the local optimal destination. Initially, U = F . SBS selection follows three searching steps as below:
Step 1: Give an initial feasible solution for the destination matrix d, and then solve problem (P7) to obtain the D2D routing result x;
Step 2: Choose the flow f l with the lowest data rate from set U, and try each SBS b ∈ B, i.e., d f l ,b = 1, d f l ,i = 0, i ∈ B\{b}. In the enumeration for SBS b, recall the iterative GP algorithm to obtain the total sum-rate. Among the enumerations, the SBS with the maximum sum-rate b m will be selected as the destination for flow f l , i.e., d f l ,bm = 1, d f l ,i = 0, i ∈ B\{b}. Then, remove flow f l from the set U; Fig. 5 . Iterative GP algorithm for the D2D routing subproblem.
Step 3: Repeat Step 2 until set U is empty. Using this local search method, we can find the solution for the destination matrix d by solving BF CGP problems. The flowchart of the iterative GP algorithm for the D2D routing subproblem is shown in Fig. 5 .
VI. OVERALL CONVERGENCE AND COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this subsection, we will first prove the convergence of the I-RA-DR algorithm. Then, we provide some analyses on the computational complexity and the signaling cost.
A. Convergence Analysis
Define g(P , X, D) = f ∈F r f . First, in the resource allocation subproblem, we obtain the solution given X (t) and D (t) . Therefore, we have
Second, in the D2D routing subproblem, we solve a local optimal solution given P (t+1) , thus, the following inequality holds:
Based on the above two inequalities (39) and (40), we can obtain
which implies that the objective value of problem (P1) is nondecreasing after each iteration of the I-RA-DR Algorithm.
Since the objective value of problem (P1) is upper bounded by a finite value, the proposed I-RA-DR algorithm is guaranteed to converge.
B. Computational Complexity Analysis
In the resource allocation subproblem, we transform it as MO problem and obtain its solution by polyblock outer approximation method. However, the computational complexity of MO is still an open problem. To accelerate the convergence of the polyblock outer approximation method, we skip those boxes which are symmetric, at least 2δ 2δ+||z−y|| of boxes will be skipped in the RA algorithm, and the proportion of the skipped boxes is positively related to the dimension of z.
In the D2D routing subproblem, we reformulate it as a CGP problem given the destination and solve it by successive GP approximation. According to the results in [35] , the GP problem can be solved in polynomial time and GP approximation can terminate within few iterations in practice. Besides, the SBS selection requires to solve BF CGP problems, therefore, the D2D routing subproblem can be solved in polynomial time and the computational complexity of one iteration mainly comes from the resource allocation subproblem.
C. Signaling Cost Analysis
To describe the signaling cost of the proposed I-RA-DR algorithm, we assume that μ messages are required for a user to report its location, υ messages are necessary for the subchannel estimation, ζ messages are needed for the BS to notify a user about the allocated subchannels, transmission power, and routing results, and ξ messages for two SBSs to exchange information such as location and resource utilization. In the D2D routing subproblem, each user i ∈ M needs to upload its location to the associated SBS, and thus, this requires at most μM messages. Besides, each SBS also needs to exchange information with the others, therefore, at most B(B−1)ξ messages are needed for the information interaction among SBSs. Note that the data traffic can only be offloaded to the neighboring small cells, and thus, the number of involved SBS B can be restricted.
In the resource allocation subproblem, each active link needs to inform the associated SBS of the estimated channel information, and then the SBS will response to the requested link. Therefore, (μ + υ) i,j x i,j messages are required for the resource allocation. Due to the limited subchannel resources, the number of active links is constrained, and thus, the signaling cost of the resource allocation can be also restricted to a tolerable level.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the I-RA-DR algorithm for D2D load balancing. We consider a three-cell scenario, in which the users are uniformly distributed, and the data traffic generated in different cells are imbalanced to show the proposed algorithms can achieve efficient load balancing. In addition, we show that the D2D load balancing can improve the system performance on the data rate. In different small cells, the same set of available subchannels are deployed. For simplicity, we assume that the numbers of users are also identical in different small cells. The simulation parameters are listed in Table I based on the existing LTE/LTE-Advanced specifications [36] .
In Fig. 6 , we plot the distribution of the data rate for a small cell with K = 4 subchannels and N = 30 users. Suppose that there are [8, 2, 1] users generating data traffic in respective small cells. Without load balancing, users get access to subchannels orthogonally, and each small cell can only support at most 4 users. On the contrary, with D2D load balancing, some users can set up D2D communications and detour the load traffic to the neighboring small cells. In Fig. 6 , the data rate in small cell 2 and 3 increase by 18% and 75%, respectively. However, due to the interference from D2D communications, the data rate in small cell 1 decreases by 8%. It can be easily observed that the increased sum-rate caused by traffic detouring can make up the decreased sum-rate due to the intra-channel interference, and hence the total sum-rate grows.
In Fig. 7 , we plot the system sum-rate as a function of the number of flows F with N = 30 users and K = 4 channels. There are [6, 2, 1] users generating data flows in small cell 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and the increased flows are all from small cell 1. In Fig. 7 , we compare the system performance with the scheme without load balancing, and the scheme using Greedy routing algorithm with power control. Greedy algorithm always selects the nearest SBS as the destination, and the node closest to the destination SBS in the node candidate set as the D2D relay node. Without load balancing, the concurrent transmitting users in each small cell cannot exceed the number of subchannels. Thus, even the number of active users increases, the total sum-rate remains the same. It can be also observed that the system sum-rate obtained by the I-RA-DR algorithm is always higher than that using the greedy algorithm. This is because the greedy algorithm only considers interference, and the target data rate is not maximized.
In Fig. 8 , we plot the number of D2D links as a function of the number of users N with K = 4 channels. There are [7, 2, 1] users generating data flows in small cell 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and the increased flows are all from small cell 1. In this figure, we can learn that most flows can be offloaded to the neighboring SBS by one-hop D2D communications due to the ultra-dense SBS deployment. In addition, we can also observe that the number of D2D links increases slightly with the number of users N . This is because more users can provide more options in D2D routing.
In Fig. 9 , we plot the sum data rate as a function of the number of users N with F = 9 flows, i.e., there are [6, 2, 1] users generating data flows in small cell 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and K = 4 channels. Without load balancing, Fig. 9 . Sum-rate with the number of users N for F = 9 and K = 4. the concurrent transmission users need to be less than K, thus, there are 4 users communicating with SBS directly. For this reason, the sum data rate without load balancing keeps a constant even N grows. As for the I-RA-DR and greedy algorithms, more D2D relay users provide a diversity for relay selection. Thus, the system sum-rate increases as the number of users grows. The simulation results show that the system sum-rate increases 0.2 bit/s/Hz using the I-RA-DR algorithm for there more D2D relays.
In Fig. 10 , we plot the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the data rate of a flow with K = 4 and N = 30. There are [5, 2, 1] users generating data flows in small cell 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and the increased flows are all from small cell 1. Without load balancing, the concurrent transmission users need to be less than K. Thus, there are 12.5% of edge users in outage when F = 8 and 22.2% of edge users in outage when F = 9. While in the I-RA-DR algorithm, the data generated from the cell edge users can be offloaded to the neighboring small cells by D2D communications, and thus, more users are active. For this reason, the D2D load balancing can effectively improve the data rate of the cell edge users. However, due to the spectrum sharing of the D2D links, the average data rate for the active flows decreases. In Fig. 11 , we demonstrate the convergence speed of the proposed I-RA-DR algorithm. We plot the sum data rate versus the number of iterations when F = 8 flows, i.e., there are [5, 2, 1] users generating data flows in small cell 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and K = 4 channels for different values of N . It can be seen that around 10 iterations are needed for convergence. In addition, we can observed that the number of iterations does not increase as the number of users N grows.
In Fig. 12 , we plot the running time per each iteration versus the number of users with K = 4 channels for different values of F . We can learn that the larger number of users or flows will lead to a longer running time for one iteration. It can also be observed that F affects the running time more significantly than N , because F will affect the running time of the both two subproblems while N only affects that of the D2D routing subproblem. This is also consistent with the analysis in Section VI-B.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the D2D load balancing in an OFDMA ultra-dense small cell network, in which users can set up direct cellular links with SBS or the data traffic was detoured to the neighboring SBS by D2D communications.
We solved the D2D load balancing problem by an iterative method, where resource allocation and D2D routing subproblems were optimized iteratively. In particular, we reformulated the resource allocation subproblem as an MO problem. Likewise, the D2D routing subproblem was solved as a CGP. Simulation results showed that the D2D load balancing can not only balance the traffic effectively, but also improve the system performance in terms of data rate. Compared to the scheme without load balancing, the performance on system sum-rate using the I-RA-DR algorithm for D2D load balancing was improved by 12%.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 1
First, the variable p needs to satisfy the power constraint k∈K p k i,j ≤ P . Second,γ(κ) is feasible when p in this equation has a unique solution p = (I − diag(γ(κ) − 1)A) −1 diag(γ(κ) − 1)ν.
On the other hand, p in this equation can be solved in an iterative method, p (i+1) = diag(γ(κ) − 1)ν + diag(γ(κ) − 1)A)p (i) , (42) and the necessary and sufficient condition of convergence is ρ(diag(γ(κ) − 1)A) < 1. Let diag(γ(κ) − 1)A = X −1 JX, with
where J n (λ n ) is a Jordan matrix, and λ n is the n-th eigenvalue of diag(γ(κ) − 1)A. Thus, we have (diag(γ(κ) − 1) A) i = X −1 J i X. The iterative method converges only when lim i→∞ J i n = 0, that is, ∀n, |λ n | < 1. Therefore, ρ(diag(γ(κ)−1) A) < 1.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We approximate x f i,j by x f i,j = 1 − exp(−θr f i,j ) in constraint (14j). When θ is sufficiently large, the approximation will not affect the optimal solution, because the value of x f i,j is always near 0 or 1, which indicates whether the link i − j is active. By substituting this approximation to constraint (14e), we can get x i,j + f ∈F (exp(−θr f i,j )) = 1. Now, we need to prove that the optimal solution can be obtained by replacing the equality constraints with the inequality constraints.
Case 1: There does not exist a flow f on link i − j, i.e., r f i,j = 0 for all f . According to the inequality constraints, x i,j only has the solution x i,j = 0, which is equivalent to the equality constraint.
Case 2: There exists a flow f on link i−j, i.e., r f i,j > 0. The value of x i,j can be any number between 0 and 1. Note that the capacity of link i − j grows as the value of x i,j . Since our objective is to maximize the system sum-rate, the value of x i,j will reach the maximum, i.e., x i,j = 1. Therefore, the optimal solution can also be obtained by the inequality constraints.
